
Bonus Worksheet Guide:
____________________________________________

Build Your System Using The 4 Elements
____________________________________________

OVERVIEW
After watching “The 4 Elements in Building a Strong System” video, you should have
an idea of what each of the 4 elements are. This worksheet will take you through step
by step how to include each element in your new or current system.

We’ll go in order of how the video presented the elements:

+ Element 1: Fire - Clarify your Purpose & Goal(s)
+ Element 2: Earth - Create Your Routines with Substance & Specificity
+ Element 3: Water - Add Redundancy & Adaptability
+ Element 4: Air - Add Feedback to All Areas

____________________________________________

WRITE DOWN YOUR PURPOSE AND GOAL(S)

Remember that your system is based around you trying to reach your end goal. Without a
clear, specific goal that is measurable, it’ll be hard to include the other elements in our
system.

STEP 1: Determine Your Goal
Only choose ONE goal to go through this process at a time. Make the goal as specific as
possible. Example: I want to do a lot of push ups is not even close to being good enough. I
want to do 50 push ups is better. I want to do 50 perfect formed diamond push ups is even
better.

STEP 2: Write Your Purpose for This Goal
A huge source of your power to persevere and demonstrate grit is knowing why you’re
trying to accomplish your goal. If you have absolutely no reason for making this goal or it’s
only something you’re doing because someone else wants you to do it, there’s a much



higher chance of you losing interest and not following through with it. Your why doesn’t
need to be something extremely grand or logical. It just needs to be important to you.

STEP 3: Break Down The Goal
For every goal, there are steps in between where you are now and the end. You want to
break the long term goal down into smaller goals that are achievable in the short term.
For instance, if you want to earn $8,000 a month, but you’re at $4,000, every extra
$300-500 earned can be a smaller goal. I personally like to break it down into di�erent
levels to gamify the challenge. If my goal is 100 push ups in a row, I’d consider that the level
10. Level 1 would be 10 in a row and the other levels would be spread across incrementally
by 10.

____________________________________________

CREATE YOUR ROUTINES WITH SUBSTANCE

With a clear goal and roadmap to that goal, the next task is to create a routine to achieve
the next level. The primary task for this element, is to make it as specific as possible.

STEP 1: Title Your Routine
Write a Title for your routine. Example: “Morning Ritual, Push Up Training, Piano Essentials.”
If you’re like me and you have a lot of goals, it’s best to name your routines to keep things
organized.

STEP 2: Days & Time
List out the estimated amount of time you think this routine will take. You can adjust it
later after you’ve done the routine. This will become important later since you don’t want
to over or underestimate the amount of time it takes once you put it in your planner. Also
decide which days you want to perform your routine. The greater the frequency the better,
but take into consideration what you are doing. For instance, if you’re doing strength
training, you want to take rest days.

STEP 3: Add Substance to Tasks
List out the tasks you will do for this routine. Make sure you are as specific as possible with
the amount and time for each task. As I mentioned in the video, I suggest also making a
lower limit. “At least” this amount or time. If this is your first time doing this, I highly
recommend making the tasks extremely easy to the point you know you won’t fail. This will
help turn your routine into a habit. I’ll be covering forming habits extensively in other



worksheets and in the Habit Mastery Course. For now, just know the easier it is to start the
routine, the easier it will be to be consistent.

Here’s a sample of my Calisthenics Routine.



____________________________________________

ADD REDUNDANCY AND ADAPTABILITY

This step is the hardest to instruct since it’s highly variable according to what you do. Try to
create 3 di�erent ways you can perform your routine that will still help you move towards
your goal.

Consider These Variables
+ Environment - One of the biggest factors to consider is where you’re doing your

routine. If you can’t use your usual location, prepare yourself mentally to feel very
di�erent while trying to execute your routine. Distractions will be more present,
you’ll want to skip, and it’s going to require more willpower than usual. I suggest
making a shorter variation of your routine that requires less e�ort.

+ Time - What happens if you don’t have enough time to complete your routine? If
something happened during the day that pushes your time table back, your new
habit is most likely going to be the first casualty on your schedule. Avoid letting that
happen by creating a low on time variation. Make it so that it’s possible to do
something for 5 minutes that at least reinforces the habit of starting your routine.

+ People - Even if your environment and time are the same, the people around you
might allow you to excuse yourself from doing your routine. This has certainly
happened to me before. I found that a good solution is telling that person that you
have to do a routine at a certain time. You can even ask them if they want to join
you in some way, making it a group activity. I once led multiple stretching sessions
during a series of sleepovers with other people to fulfill my night routine. Instead of
the people being a distraction, it became a fun experience.

+ Mood & Energy - Being too tired seems to be an excuse I hear very often. Or
maybe something happened in the day that really brought your mood down and
you no longer want to do your routine. Plan for this. Your plan has to consider that
you won’t want to listen to any contingency plan that you created previously, so
you may need an external force to help you in this case. Accountability is a very
powerful force, but you don’t want to be too dependent on it. If worst comes to
worst, just do the very first thing in your routine and that’s it. Even if that’s taking a
step outside and not running, or doing one push up.

There are definitely more variables that are not listed here that you’ll come across, but the
idea is to be adaptable to whatever situation you may face. Just remember that doing even
the smallest bit of your routine is better than nothing. The all or nothing mentality won’t
help you when you’re building habits.



____________________________________________

INCLUDE FEEDBACK

If you’ve made it this far, you’re pretty serious about creating a strong system and I’m
confident that you have the ability to succeed. The final step is including feedback into
your routine. Out of all the types of feedback, I believe the best type of feedback is from
another person that has expertise in your goal. Sometimes this isn’t possible in the
situation that you’re in, so I’ll give you steps for how to perform e�ective self-feedback.

STEP 1: Feedback at the Routine Level
I mentioned in my video that feedback should be included at all levels of your system. At
the routine or daily level, it’s best that you give yourself feedback at the instant that you’re
performing your routine. This can be done by video recording yourself, keeping a journal
for that specific routine, or going through a checklist. I personally record myself when I
exercise to make sure my form is always perfect. I also include what I call a system journal
at the end of the routine. I look at it before I begin the routine again the next session,
because it has information from the last session on what to try harder on. It’s a concept I
call Continuous Flow. I’ll be making a video about it later on, but here’s an example:



STEP 2: The Weekly Level
At the weekly level, it’s possible to see if there has been some progress made in getting
closer to the next level of your ultimate goal. Some questions you may want to ask
yourself are:

● Is my routine working on the days and time I decided on initially?
● Is the frequency of the routine enough? If 3 times a week is not enough, then

increase it to 4.
● Did I make any visible progress towards the next level? If not, what in my routine or

behavior should I change?

STEP 3: The Monthly Level
It can be hard to spot progress when only a single week has passed. The monthly level is a
good point to see if you’ve made progress. Remember that progress can be slow
sometimes, and that’s okay, but at the monthly level, it’s time to be honest with yourself.
Have I made visible progress towards the next level? Hopefully, the answer is yes! But if
not, don’t fret. You’re in it for the long haul, and you’re not the type of person to give up.
The next step is to change something in your system or your behavior. If you missed your
routine too many times, then your system may not be the culprit. If you showed up every
single time, but you still haven’t made progress, then something is wrong with your
system. Try to pinpoint what that might be and change it. The worst thing you could do is
not change anything in your system or behavior and keep going with the flow. That’s what
you want to fight against.

____________________________________________

WHAT’S NEXT?
I hope that you found this worksheet useful! I want to be as helpful as I can on your
journey to achieving your ambitions. If you liked this worksheet, my Habit Mastery course
contains a lot of worksheets exactly like this one. You can watch the course by signing up
for skillshare through my link and getting 1 month free! That should be enough time to get
through the course successfully and if you don’t want to continue your skillshare
membership, you can just cancel it.

Find out more of what the course has to o�er here:
https://dreamletblue.com/habit-mastery/

https://www.skillshare.com/r/user/dreamlet
https://dreamletblue.com/habit-mastery/

